
RISE AND REPRESSION OF 
RADICAL LABOR 

"When intellectuals dissect the failure of American 
socialism, America usually gets all the credit and socialism 
all the blame. We are told that the expanse, economic 
growth, diversity and democracy of the U . S . overwhelmed 
the incomprehensible, insular and infighting socialists. The 
great virtue of this splendid iittle book is that it reminds us 
that there was radicalism in workingclass America and that 
it was defeated by means neither democratic nor even 
decent. From the brutality of the Pinkertons and the 
National Guard to the paternalism of the National Civic 
Federation, from the judicial murders of the Haymarket 
martyrs t^ the vigilante lynching of Frank Li ' t le , this is the 
story of injunction and imprisonment, of the framing up 
and the gunning down of dissident workers. No assessment 
of Amerii an radicalism, or of American tlemocracy, is 
complete without the kind of information Professor 
Fusfeld provides." 

Dave Roediger 
Northwestern University 
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T H E I S S U E S 

Some understanding of the extensive suppression 
of radical labor movements in America is indispen-
sable for an understanding of the economic, 
political, and cultural history of America. The pur-
pose of this book is to assemble the outstanding facts 
of this repression for the period 1877-1918, when 
many of the practices, institutions and ideas of 
modern industrial America developed. The extent of 
this repression has been largely overlooked, and 
historians of labor have tended to explain the absence 
of a socialist-oriented labor movement by pointing to 
special economic, social and political institutions that 
enabled American workers to cope with their 
problems without challenging the capitalist system. 
Their argument can be summarized along the follow-
ing lines: 

It is true that there are conflicts between worker 
and employer in a private enterprise economy, 
and that prior to World War I radicalism was 
significant in American labor. Nevertheless, class 
conflict was ameliorated by three circumstances 
peculiar to the American experience. 

1. Relatively high wage rates enabled working 
class families to avoid the extremes of degra-
dation and exploitation present in Europe. Fur-
thermore, economic growth brought secu-
larly rising standards of living. 

2. A growing economy, coupled with a relative-
ly open social order, enabled individuals with 
ability and intelligence to better their position. 
Workers were not restricted to a limited class posi-
tion. 

3. When economic problems arose it was possi-
ble for working people to express their discontent 
at the polls, and to use their ballots to improve 
their condition. 
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Prosperity and high wages, economic opportunity, 
and democra t i c p o l i t i c a l i n s t i t u t i ons de-
fused the class struggle, in this view popularized by 
estabhshment historians. 

A second interpretation is associated with the 
writings of Selig Perlman, who argued that in the 
United States workers developed " job con-
sciousness" rather than class consciousness through 
experience with what worked and what didn't work. 
American workers in the 19th century, according to 
Perlman, were able to form unions during relatively 
good times when prosperity and high employment 
levels provided opportunities for higher wages and 
enabled employers to pay more. But when hard 
times came unemployment and labor resistance 
caused union members to desert their organizations 
to follow political panaceas: "free homesteads," the 
"single t ax , " "greenbackism," and the "self-
governing workshop." Then, in the latter part of the 
century a group of European immigrants schooled in 
Marxism realized that this political adventurism was 
antithetical to workingclass interests, that workers 
would have to stick to their union organization 
through bad times as well as good. The proper 
strategy was to build a union that could make gains 
during good times and play the hedgehog in bad. 
This could be done, as the leadership discovered in 
practice, through "pure and simple" unionism that 
stressed immediate gains in wages, working condi-
tions and job security. 

In American union experience, as Perlman ana-
lyzed it, the emphasis on "business unionism" was 
supplemented by control over access to the job 
through organization based on craft skills, the union 
shop and where possible, the closed shop. Waves of 
immigration were a continuous threat to workers, 
and job control through unions could provide some 
protection. Craft unions, which could offer protec-

tion based on skills, were more successful than in-
dustrial unions, which could offer only limited pro-
tection against new immigrants. In this fashion "job 
and wage consciousness" developed instead of "class 
consciousness": because it appealed to the concrete 
interests of workers in the special conditions of the 
American industrial environment. Above al l , it 
worked. 

Both these explanations ignore the role of repres-
sion in eliminating labor radicalism as a viable alter-
native for American workers. Job consciousness and 
business unionism, which implied collective bargain-
ing within the existing economic order, were accep-
table to an important segment of the business com-
munity. Class-consciousness and radical unionism, 
which implied changing the economic order, were 
not acceptable. Collective bargaining became a na-
tional policy, enforced by the power of the national 
state. But i f this was the ultimate outcome, the pro-
cess by which it was achieved was complex. 

Radicalism in the American labor movement grew 
and developed from the mass strikes of 1877 to the 
breaking of the I . W . W . as an effective force in 1918. 
Prior to 1918, efforts to repress labor radicalism were 
undertaken chiefly by employers in concert with local 
and state governments and the courts, with occa-
sional intervention by the national government. This 
pattern of repression was unsuccessful, for labor 
radicalism surged back after each major defeat, 
usually stronger than before. Alongside this class 
warfare there appeared a coalition of labor conser-
vatives and corporate liberals in support of a dual 
policy: collective bargaining to settle labor-
management disputes within the framework of 
private enterprise, coupled with legislation to 
ameliorate the worst conditions of industrial 
capitalism. This coalition isolated the labor radicals. 
Then, during the hysteria of World War 1, the full 



power of the national state was used to crush labor 
radicalism as a viable alternative for workers. 

The usual interpretation of the history of 
radicalism in American labor suggests that workers 
chose business unionism and, job-consciousness and 
rejected radical unionism and'class-consciousness as 
a matter of free choice in a democratic society. The 
choice, however, was not free, but was constrained 
by govermnent action that raised the personal costs 
of selecting radical unionism and class-consciousness 
to levels that only a tiny minority of working people 
were willing to pay. The American experience was 
indeed crucial in channeling workers away from 
radicalism, but in a manner quite different from that 
described by orthodox historians. 

Daniel R . Fusfeld 
November I . 1979 
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c^at 1 
F R O M MASS S T R I K E T O H A Y M A R K E T 

1877-1887 

The mass strike came to industrial America in 
1877. The strikes of that summer were spontaneous 
upheavals of protest and rebellion involving large 
numbers of dissatisfied workers who were unorgan-
ized, without overall leadership and without a pro-
gram of action. The closest analogs in recent years 
were the urban riots of 1965-69. 

The 1877 riots began among railway workers as a 
response to wage reductions on the major eastern 
railroads in the fourth year of a major depression, 
the worst depression in American history up to that 
time. Workers on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
walked out in Martinsburg, West Virginia on July 17 
and prevented the passage of through trains. The 
state militia was called out, but would not take action 
against their relatives and friends. Federal troops ar-
rived on July 19 and restored operations of the 
railroad. This was the first time the U .S . Army had 
been used to break a strike. 

The strikes spread rapidly to Cumberland, 
Maryland, however, and the governor ordered in the 
militia from Baltimore instead of attempting to use 
the local Cumberland militia. A mob in Baltimore 
attacked the troops at the railroad station and set fire 
to the depot. Federal troops arrived the next day to 
restore order. The greatest violence occurred the 
next day at Pittsburgh, with a mob of railroad and 
steel mill workers, unemployed youths, and under-
world toughs rioting and destroying railroad proper-
ty. Across the river at Alleghany City, however, 
there was no violence: the trainmen's union ran that 
section of the railroad for four days, operating 
passenger and mail trains but stopping the freights. 
The disturbance spread among railroad workers 



throughout Pennsylvania, New York and Ohio, and 
to Louisville, Chicago and St. Louis. Anthracite coal 
miners struck in Scranton, Pennsylvania. In Chicago 
the strike spread to many industries. 

The most interesting development occurred in St. 
Louis, where a coalition of trade unions organized a 
general strike and established a workers' govern-
ment, modeled on the Paris commune of 1871, that 
operated the city government for several days. The 
police and state militia restored power to the elected 
officials, however, and St. Louis returned to normal. 
By then the abortive revolt was over, nationally as 
well as locally. 

The events of 1877 were new to the American ex-
perience. For the first time workers had acted as a 
class on a national scale, even though there was little 
leadership or organization and no positive program, 
only protest. Earlier strikes had been called by craft 
unions, largely on a local basis, and the largest con-
centrated effort was a widespread strike of local 
unions in New York City in 1872. But in 1877 un-
skilled workers led a spontaneous outburst that af-
fected almost all of the industrial areas of the nation, 
And wherever the strike action appeared "order" 
was restored by military force. It was the first great ' 
class confrontation in America, and a portent of 
things to come. 

The events of 1877 led to a growing polarization of 
American society. The forces of repression began to 
mobilize. Many states enacted conspiracy laws 
directed against labor. State and federal courts re-
vived the concept of malicious conspiracy and ap-
plied it to labor organizations. Employers took a 
stronger stand against union organization, using 
blacklists and strikebreakers. Harrassment of union 
organizers by local police and officials of local 
governments, often with the cooperation of local 
courts, became a common occurrence. 

Government troops firing on unarmed worKers 
during the 1877 strikes 
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The state militias, which had almost disappeared 
after a long period of decline, were revived in 1877 
for use primarily as a strikebreaking force. Estab-
lished by Congress in 1792 as a compulsory national 
military reserve, the militias had become voluntary 
organizations and, where the units survived, chiefly 
social and honorific in function. The militia was 
hardly used in the Civi l War. There was little need 
for it after 1865 because the regular Army was given 
the task of conquering the Indian tribes of the west, 
and both state and federal appropriations for the 
militia dwindled almost to nothing. 1877 changed all 
that. The militia forces used in the strike had been 
hastily recruited from volunteers and were almost 
wholly untrained. They proved almost useless when 
used in their own localities, apparently because of 
unwillingness to shoot their neighbors, and elsewhere 
they required support from the regular army. But by 
and large the militia remained loyal to government 
authority and did not actively move to support the 
strikers. After the strike the states most heavily af-
fected began to support the militia more fully. New 
York State began a long-continued program to build 
armories for militia units in all large cities. Many 
states increased appropriations for the militia; even 
Iowa began such spending for the first time. A l l of 
this was done with the support of business and finan-
cial interests, whose taxes paid the bills, and with the 
tacit consent of military leaders, who did not want 
the regular army to be used as a police force. 

In the years after 1877 the militia, which even then 
began to be called the National Guard (the name was 
officially changed in 1933) was used chiefly in break-
ing strikes. Its voluntary organization was par-
ticularly appropriate for that purpose, for anti-union 
groups could be quickly recruited, mobilized and 
armed, and sent to the scene of labor troubles. In 
some western states, particularly Colorado in 
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1895-1905, strikebreakers, company guards and 
troops hired from the Pinkerton detective agency 
were organized into National Guard companies dur-
ing disputes in mining areas. 

The strikebreaking function of the National Guard 
was seldom emphasized by its advocates. Its 
recruiting was strengthened by establishment of sum-
mer camps for its members (only two states had them 
before 1877; thirty-two by 1889, with twenty-five 
states paying the troops that attended), and by the 
social club and entertainment atmosphere that grew 
up in most units, particularly after an armory was 
provided. "Rio t training" was the chief training 
provided in most units to about 1910. Increased ap-
propriations for the National Guard from the U . S . 
Congress seemed to follow spectacular examples of 
labor unrest: in 1889 following the Haymarket bomb-
ing and trial of 1886-1887, in 1897 and 1900 after 
the labor unrest of that decade, and in 1903 after the 
anthracite miners' strike a year earlier and 
simultaneously with adoption by the National 
Association of Manufacturers of its strong anti-
union, open-shop policies. In each case, however, 
the role of the National Guard as a national military 
reserve was emphasized, not its domestic police func-
tion. 

This was a period in which the United States was 
moving more heavily into international politics, ac-
quiring colonies, developing "dollar diplomacy" in 
Latin America, and building a modern navy. In 
keeping with this change in the nation's international 
posture, the National Guard was gradually 
transformed in the twentieth century into a more 
genuine national military reserve. The chief motive 
underlying the 1903 legislation, which reorganized 
the National Guard drastically, was the desire to 
eliminate the deficiencies that had surfaced during 
the 1898 war with Spain. Nevertheless, the National 
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Guard never lost its domestic police function. I n -
deed, its role in suppressing mass radical movements 
was enhanced by the improved training, better equip-
ment and tightened discipline that marked its 
development into a military reserve. One product of 
the 1877 strikes was the development of a domestic 
police force under the command of state govern-
ments that could be used to contain any further out-
breaks like those of 1877. 

On the other side of the class struggle, the events 
of 1877 brought the Knights of Labor into the open. 
This organization, which might have become "the 
fighting organization of a new class," to use Selig 
Perlman's descriptive phrase, had been organized in 
1869, and became a significant element on the labor 
scene after the depression of 1873. Until 1878 it was 
a secret organization, secrecy being forced on it by 
employer opposition. After the 1877 upheavals it 
dropped its secrecy as it sought to become a mass 
workingclass organization open to all workers, un-
skilled as well as skilled, in all industries and occupa-
tions. Both the leadership and the membership had 
learned in 1877 that national organization, a pro-
gram of action, and a strike fund were necessary i f 
economic actions by the working class were to be suc-
cessful. Strikes were the chief instrument used by the 
Knights, but without a great deal of success. The 
organization refrained from calling general strikes of 
all workers, in the belief that general strikes would 
turn public opinion against the workers and the 
organization. Rather, the strikes were limited to par-
ticular trades, such as an unsuccessful telegraphers' 
strike against Western Union in 1883, or particular 
occupations, like a freight handlers' strike against the 
railroads serving New York City in 1882, which was 
also unsuccessful. 

The Knights of Labor was not a radical organiza-
tion in the modern sense. It did not advocate govern-

ment ownership of productive resources, or even big 
industry, and did not seek to change the system of 
private ownership. However, its basic thrust was 
toward workers as a class and it advocated a more 
egalitarian distribution of income. The philosophy 
of the Knights was that workers should get a larger 
share of the economy's benefits, and that the way to 
achieve that goal was for all workers to join a single 
organization that would work actively to better the 
condition of all workers. In 1880 this philosophy of 
mass organization on a class basis was considered by 
many supporters of the existing order to be a 
dangerous threat. We should view it as the first ma-
jor step toward a radical workingclass philosophy 
following the unorganized and unfocused riots of 
1877. 

Radical socialist ideologies with a Marxist orienta-
tion had already spread to the United States by 1877, 
but they had little impact on labor unions in par-
ticular or working people in general. Nor did unity 
prevail in the small minority who did bear those 
ideas: Marxists, Lasalleans, anarchists and syn-
dicalists vied with each other and sought to gain 
footholds in labor organizations. Success was scan-
ty. Even in Chicago, where a vocal and vigorous 
group of anarchists gathered, radical ideologies were 
not strong. It is a mistake to find the origins of 
American labor radicalism in European radical 
ideologies. 

Instead, radicalism in the American labor move-
ment developed slowly and painfully out of class con-
flict in the American economy itself. The first step 
was the rioting of 1877. The second step was the at-
tempt to build a mass organization of all workers in 
the Knights of Labor. 

Much of the activity of the Knights centered on un-
ski l led and semi-skil led workers , such as 
brickmakers, tanners and freight-handlers. It was 
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difficult to work with this segment of the working 
class: turnover among workers was high, strikers 
were easy to replace with strikebreakers, and most 
workers had little previous experience with organiza-
tion and strikes. The result was numerous unsuc-
cessful strikes and only a few victories. 

In addition, the wide diversity of membership in 
the Knights included many who favored political ac-
tion rather than strikes, around issues like monetary 
reform, land reform, cooperation, and various 
socialist and anarchist programs. Another source of 
weakness was opposition from existing craft unions, 
which took a dim view of an organization seeking to 
include all productive workers. Conflict between the 
two styles of organization became acute in the later 
1880s. These rivalries and internal conflicts might 
have been overcome i f the Knights had been able to 
win some spectacular victories on the strike front to 
show that the working class could make significant 
advances through a class-oriented organization. But, 
for the most part, successes were few. 

The greatest success of the Knights of Labor came 
in 1885 strikes on the group of railroads controlled 
by Jay Gould, including the Wabash, the Missouri 
Pacific and Union Pacific. Gould was unpopular in 
the press, had a bad public image, and was probably 
the most powerful financial manipulator of the time. 
The strike was a bitter one and the initial victory had 
to be confirmed by a second strike when the com-
panies attempted to renege on the first settlement. 
But success resulted in a large increase in membership 
for the Knights, largely of unskilled and semiskilled 
workers. This element in the organization had a 
strongly emotional anti-employer attitude and was 
quick to support strikes and boycotts. As its 
membership grew in 1886 and 1887 the Knights of 
Labor became a militant national organization 
representing mostly unskilled and semiskilled 
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workers, many of whom showed a strong hatred for 
business and capital and were eager to use economic 
actions against the class enemy. The leadership, 
however, was more timid. Schooled in the failures 
before 1885, it was not prepared to use the instru-
ment that the workers themselves presented to the 
leaders. 

The rapid growth of the Knights of Labor in 
1885-86 was seen as a threat by many of the older 
craft unions. The Knights, with its stress on 
workingclass solidarity and its organizational pat-
tern of local and regional units, tended to lose sight 
of the interests of workers in the skilled trades. In-
deed, its leadership tended to use the economic 
strength of the craft unions to promote economic 
gains for all workers, most of whom were relatively 
unskilled. Joint economic action by all workers in the 
interests of al l , regardless of skil l , was the philosophy 
of the Knights. Leaders of the craft unions saw this 
strategy as unfavorable to the skilled workers, as it 
probably was in the short run. Craft unions were 
able to limit access to employment opportunities to a 
much greater extent than unions of unskilled 
workers, simply because of the relative scarcity of 
skilled workers and the relative abundance of un-
skilled workers. Craft unions, therefore, were able 
to make economic gains not open to unions of un-
skilled workers, and their leadership felt that this ad-
vantage would largely be lost i f the policies of the 
Knights were followed. 

As a result, the growth of the Knights of Labor 
after the successful strikes of 1885 was accompanied 
by a movement in opposition to the Knights among 
the craft unions. This opposition was enhanced by a 
drive on the part of the leadership of the Knights to 
incorporate the craft unions into the Knights. The 
result was the formation of the American Federation 
of Labor in 1886 to provide a stronger national 
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organization of craft unions. The very success of the 
Knights of Labor intensified the split between un-
skilled and skilled workers and drove a wedge into 
the working class. Two national organizations now 
reflected two different philosophies, one job-con-
sciousness, the other class-consciousness. 

The Knights of Labor sought to follow up its suc-
cesses in 1885 with a drive to achieve a standard 
working day of eight hours. The movement for an 
eight-hour day was an old one. It had arisen almost 
spontaneously out of the chmate of opinion in the 
working class during the long wave of relatively 
prosperous time from about 1850 to the early 1870s 
and had been supported by many craft unions, but 
had not made much progress. By the mid-1880s the 
normal working day was ten hours, and in some in-
dustries twelve- and fourteen-hour days were com-
mon. The eight-hour day was an issue on which both 
skilled and unskilled workers could unite, for both 
groups could benefit. It was also a means for 
spreading work to the unemployed, thereby cutting 
down on the competition for jobs that tended to drag 
down wage rates. And it was an economic issue that 
directly affected workers' incomes and style of life. 
The Knights of Labor had found an issue around 
which the entire working class could unite. 
Employers saw it that way, too, and fought the eight 
hour day on class lines as well as on economic and 
business grounds. 

The result was the second great confrontation of 
the emerging class struggle: Haymarket. Haymarket 
was not an isolated incident. It was part of the con-
tinuing drive for shorter hours that in 1885-86 had 
been moderately to highly successful throughout the 
indusirializing northeastern states. Reflecting those 
successes, the Knights of Labor had grown in 
membership from about 100,000 to over 600,000 in 
jusi a single year. But the working class was not 

Attention Workingmen! 
M A S S M E E T I N G 

T O - N I G H T , a t 7 . 3 0 o ' c l o c k , 

BAYMARKET, MMj St. Bel. DfiSnlaJBes aifl H a l M 
Good Speakers will be present to d enounce the latest 

atrocious act of the police, the shooting of our 
fellow-workmen yesterday afternoon. 

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

£ i r (3ulc Siftafr l u . r ^ i i ^f^ iiiiuflcii Sdimloiiftrcidj bet ifolijci, 

inim \\c j c f lan SiaAmitto.j unitri 'Htuiex itjdjoi;, ()cIb«Iii. 
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Leaflet announcing protest rally in 
Chicago's Haymarket Square, May 1886 



united. In Chicago it had tripartite organization: the 
Knights, the conservative Amalgamated Trades and 
Labor Assembly composed of some nineteen craft 
unions, and the left-wing Central Labor Union, 
which was the largest of the three groups. Leaders of 
several radical political groups were active in the 
Central Labor Union, and the Chicago anarchist-
syndicalists actively supported it. Late in 1885 an 
Eight-Hour Association was organized by the 
Assembly, the Knights, and several left-wing political 
groups, and was supported by the Central Labor 
Union. On the Sunday before May 1, 1886, this 
organization sponsored a huge rally in support of the 
eight-hour day, and a general strike followed, 
starting with 40,000 workers on May 1 and reaching 
about 75,000 on May 4. The city was in the midst of 
a class-oriented mass strike like 1877, but non-violent 
and well organized. 

Trouble began at the McCormick Harvester 
Works. The company had locked out its union 
workers in February and hired strikebreakers. On 
May 3 a meeting of strikers was held near the plant, 
and some of those at the meeting attacked a group of 
strikebreakers who were leaving work. Police ar-
rived, were met with stones, and fired on the crowd. 
Four were killed and many wounded. A mass 
meeting was organized under radical leadership for 
the next day at Haymarket Square. Some 3,000 peo-
ple were there, but most left early because of a 
threatening storm. Only some 200 were left when a 
squad of about 180 police attacked the crowd. 
Someone threw a bomb — the first use of dynamite 
in a civil disorder — killing one policeman and 
throwing others to the ground. The police opened 
fire at once, shooting other policemen as well as peo-
ple in the crowd. The next day, seven leaders of 
Chicago radical groups were arrested and charged 
with murder; another surrendered later to stand trial. 
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The trial that followed was a tragic farce. The jury 
was hand-picked to include people who admitted pre-
judice against the defendants, the judge was openly 
biased, and the trial took place in an atmosphere of 
panic and hysteria. The prosecution argued that the 
defendants had advocated and incited violence, and 
were therefore responsible for the bombing and the 
deaths. A l l eight defendants were convicted; seven 
were sentenced to die and one to imprisonment for 
fifteen years. The U . S . Supreme Court affirmed the 
verdict in the fall of 1887. One of the condemned 
men died of an explosion in his cell, reportedly a 
suicide. The sentences of two were commuted to life 
imprisonment (they were pardoned in 1893), and 
four were executed on November 11, 1887. Thus 
closed one of the most notorious political trials in 
American history. No one ever found out who threw 
the bomb. 

THIS CARD M UST BE KEPT BY TH E M . W. 

P A S S - W O R D 

fOe aLOCJL IISS[MBLy ATUCHfO tottie GENERAL m m i l 
Uuna I I I ! I I I J u l y I , I MHO. 

PASSW ORD 
T i ) ni : l i i v K V A T r u t : I T T M R V E M . , 

E X O P C 
T I ) B i : ( I 1 V F . . V A T nil I V S K R V K f l . . 

V W M I H W V A E O P N 
W l i c n !l I , < K ' ! i l i - t r ; i i l - r t ' r r . . l to : i l ' i» t r i i - t Ai^noiiiMy, this V:\~<-

w i i n l liuist I K' 1 1 " l i t i i j j i T U - O ' l . 

FMTlng raprtssion, ttw Kf)ights of Labor carried on 
for many years as a secret society 
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LABOft' A N D B U S I N E S S S T R A T E G I E S 
1887-1902 

A wave of repression and reaction swept the 
United States after Haymarket . Fanned by 
newspaper editorials that promised a wave of 
destruction and violence unless anarchism was 
stamped out, public opinion was whipped up to sup-
port the Haymarket trial and the conviction of the 
defendants. Federal and state governments took no 
further action, but in many communities in all parts 
of the country the local police raided the offices of 
radical groups and labor unions and arrested their 
leadership, many of whom were jailed. Meetings of 
radical groups and unions, especially those meetings 
designed to assist the Haymarket defendants, were 
broken up by local vigilantes, often with the 
assistance or benign indifference on the part of local 
police or sheriff's deputies. Printshops for radical 
publications were wrecked, and offices of the 
publications themselves were raided. Much of this 
agitation seems to have originated among local 
business and real-estate interests, and in some in-
stances racist or anti-immigrant agitation was in-
volved. These were tactics that were to be perfected 
over the next thirty years and adopted in less violent 
form and with legal sanctions by the federal govern-
ment in 1918-1920. 

The Knights of Labor, which by now was iden-
tified in the public mind with mass action by 
workers, was destroyed in the reaction to 
Haymarket, although poor leadership and a series of 
unsuccessful strikes in 1886-1887 contributed to the 
organization's decline. Its membership fell from 
over 750,00 in 1886 to probably less than 100,000 in 
1890. Most of the unskilled members had quit by the 
end of 1887. Whatever else may be said about 

Haymarket, it was instrumental in destroying the 
first effort to develop a class-conscious program of 
action out of the mass discontent of the 1877 riots. 

A mass-oriented labor movement did not disap-
pear, however, but was found in a group of industrial 
unions that appeared in the 1890s. These were 
unions that sought to organize all workers in an in-
dustry, regardless of craft or skill level — a com-
promise between the one big union pattern of the 
Knights and the craft exclusiveness of the new A F L . 
The industrial unions of the nineties appeared in the 
new industries of the post-Civil War industrial era, 
railroads, steel, coal-mining and nonferrous metal 
mining. Large corporations had developed in these 
industries, and all were dominated either by leading 
entrepreneurs, like Andrew Carnegie in steel, or by 
investment bankers and other financial interests in 
New York and Boston, like J . P . Morgan and Com-
pany. Except for the railroad brotherhoods, most of 
the craft unions, particularly the strong ones, were 
found in industries of a different sort, the relatively 
labor-intensive, more competitive and less concen-
trated sectors of the economy such as cigar manufac-
turing, construction and printing. These unions were 
no threat to the management or financiers of the 
giant firms in the basic industries. But the new in-
dustrial unions were a threat to those interests. They 
confronted the dynamic leading edge of industrial 
capitalism, and a series of bitter struggles ensued. 

The industrial union in the growing steel industry 
was destroyed by a union-busting corporation. The 
Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers 
was a militant, mass-oriented union. A strong thread 
of class consciousness ran through its policy 
statements, but it did not have a socialist program. It 
was the largest and strongest union in the country in 
1892, with o\er 24,000 members, when the great 
Strike at Homestead began. .jtThis strike was brought 
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on by the Carnegie Steel Company's decision to 
break the union and move away from an earlier 
policy of union-management negotiation that had 
prevailed since the 1880s. The union was apparently 
taken by surprise by the company's strategy when it 
struck in 1892. A force of strikebreakers was hired 
by the company and moved by barge to the steel 
plant at Homestead, Pennsylvania. Strikers were 
waiting for them. A n armed battle followed in which 
the company's forces were prevented from landing 
and twelve people were killed. This was the only 
violence, but a week later the state militia moved in. 
In the meantime the strike had spread to other 
Carnegie plants, and injunctions against the union 
were issued in local courts to protect the company's 
use of strikebreakers. The strike was a failure and six 
months later the workers were back at work without 
a union organization. One of the nation's giant cor-
porations, using strikebreakers and backed by the 
courts and state government, had destroyed one of 
the early industrial unions. 

The Western Federation of Miners was radicalized 
by class warfare. It was organized in 1893 as a union 
of all employees in the metal-mining industry of the 
western states, following an unsuccessful strike at 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho in 1892. Starting out as an 
essentially job-conscious industrial union interested 
primarily in wages, hours and working conditions, it 
faced harassment similar to that which broke the 
Iron and Steel Workers: refusal to bargain, 
strikebreakers, injunctions, use of militia, and 
vigilante mobs. But this union did not fold. Rather, 
its rank and file membership and leadership were 
radicalized by a series of confrontations with 
management throughout the 1890s. These confron-
tations quickly turned into class warfare. The cor-
porations blacklisted union members and brought in 
strikebreakers and armed private armies. They were 

supported by local governments and courts, and by 
the local press and business interests. Where 
necessary, state governments were called upon for 
National Guard units and state courts for injunctions 
to legalize police action against W F M organizers and 
strikes. The miners responded in kind, of course, 
and armed battles, destruction of company property, 
and forced expulsions of either miners or 
strikebreakers, depending on which side won the bat-
tle, were common occurrences in mining area con-
flicts. Tiie mining areas were polarized into class-
conscious, warring groups. The W F M , weak-
ened by loss of membership, was reduced to a hard 
core of activist radicals. The leadership of the W F M , 
furthermore, developed a socialist, class-conscious 
ideology and moved in the late 1890s to form a na-
tional mass-oriented radical labor organization. 

A third industrial union, the American Railway f 
j | |Bion, was suppressed by government and the 
courts. After a strike of railway switchmen in 1892 
failed because of a lack of cooperation among the 
craft-oriented railway brotherhood, Eugene V . Debs 
left his position as secretary-treasurer of the 
Brotherhood of Railway Firemen to organize the 
American Railway Union as an industrial union of all 
railway workers. The Brotherhoods opposed the 
new organization. 

Then came the Pullman strike. In May 1894 
workers at the Pullman Palace Car Company at 
Pullman, Illinois (then a "company town" but now 
part of the city of Chicago) struck after layoffs and 
pay cuts. The company refused to bargain. The 
A R U accepted the Pullman workers as members at 
its Chicago convention in June, and when the com-
pany continued its refusal to bargain, ordered its 
members to refuse to move trains with Pullman cars 
attached. There was burning and looting in some 
Chicago railroad yards. Railroads refused to detach 
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Pullman cars from trains carrying mail, and the press 
cried out about holding up the U . S . mails. A Federal 
court injunction was directed against the A R U and 
its leaders. 

Debs and other leaders ignored the injunction and 
were indicted and arrested. When Governor Altgeld 
refused to call out the state militia. President 
Cleveland sent in army troops to enable the railroads 
to keep the trains running with the assistance of 
strikebreakers. These were tense times: The nation 
was gripped by the worst depression in its history, 
Coxey's army of the unemployed was marching on 
Washington, and fear of insurrection was 
widespread. Debs appealed to the A F L for a general 
strike of all unions, but this effort to widen the 
dispute into an acknowledged mass strike of worker 
against capitalist failed; a conference of A F L unions 
in Chicago decided that a general strike would be 
"unwise and disastrous." The strike was broken by 
the combination of corporations, courts and federal 
government, Debs was jailed, and the union 
disintegrated. But Debs emerged from prison a con-
vinced socialist, led in organizing the Socialist Party, 
and became the foremost socialist leader of his time. 

The fourth important industrial union of the 
1890s, the United Mine Workers, moved toward col-
lective bargaining of the A F L type. This union was 
originally for coal miners only, but in 1898 it opened 
its membership to all employees of the coal-mining 
companies. The broader base in the industry enabled 
it to achieve some important but limited successes in 
the bituminous coal-mining sector of the industry, 
largely because here it faced a large number of 
relatively small firms rather than a few giant corpora-
tions like those the Iron and Steel Workers and 
American Railway Union had to deal with. But in 
1902, during a titanic struggle with the highly concen-
trated anthracite mining part of the industry, the 
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U M W opted for business unionism and collective 
bargaining rather than class action. In the next sec-
tion of this paper we shall examine the 1902 an-
thracite mining strike in some detail, for in that 
struggle the first political and ideological alignments 
that ultimately led to a national labor policy of col-
lective bargaining within the existing economic order 
were forged. 

During the 1890s, then, American workers tried to 
uild industrial rather than craft unions in the basic 
dustries of the country, steel, railroads, coal-
ining and metal-mining, contesting with some of 
le new giant corporations of the era and with the 

centers of financial control. The result of the 
ruggle was destruction of all union organization in 
eel; elimination of the industrial union in railroads, 

ving a group of craft unions; the triumph of job 
nscious unionism in coal; and the rise of class-con-

ious unionism in nonferrous metals. Homestead 
id Pullman showed that the large enterprises and 

nancial giants of the time would not tolerate mass 
organization of workers. The instruments used to 
Iteht class organizations of working people were 
brought to a higher degree of effectiveness: the mass 
media to arouse public opinion, the courts to provide 
a legal basis for the use of force, strikebreakers to 
keep operations going and for use as private armies, 
and jai l for the leaders of the workers. A l l of this 
was done under the protective umbrella of an appeal 
to law and order, the sanctity of private property and 
the United States constitution, and "Americanism." 
Nevertheless, the seeds of a new growth of radical 
class-conscious unionism were sown in western min-
ing areas. 

Meanwhile, socialists sought to gain control of the 
American Federation of Labor. In 1890 the Socialist 
Labor Party attempted to gain admittance to the 
Federation as a "bona fide" labor organization, but 



was turned down. In the next three years socialist 
elements with the member unions of the Federation 
gained strength and in 1893 almost succeeded in get-
ting the national convention of the Federation to en-
dorse a series of socialist resolutions. One clearly 
defined issue in the struggle was the socialists' stated 
goal of using labor unions to arouse the class-con-
sciousness of working people. They argued that class 
action was necessary if workers were to make signifi-
cant and permanent economic gains. But Samuel 
Gompers, president of the Federation, argued that 
workers should seek acceptance of unions as the 
equal of management rather than displacement of 
management and the private enterprise economy. In 
a very close vote, Gompers' "pure and simple" 
unionism won out. In the 1894 convention Gompers 
used a procedural maneuver to defeat endorsement 
of socialism, but the socialist element took revenge 
by defeating him for the presidency of the Federa-
tion, throwing the election to John McBride of the 
United Mine Workers. But Gompers was reelected 
the following year and continued his now bitter 
struggle against socialists within the Federation. 
Daniel DeLeon, who had been one of the leaders in 
the effort to commit the Federation to socialism, 
gave up that battle and organized an openly socialist 
union, the Socialist Trades and Labor Alliance, but it 
made little headway against the Federation and never 
achieved a significant size. Gompers' victory enabled 
him to say in 1900 that there was no place in 
American unions for "socialists and anarchists." 

Another attempt to offer an alternative to the A F L 
and to develop a class-conscious and united working 
class was made by the Western Labor Union, 
organized in 1898 by the leaders of the Western 
Federation of Miners. The W L U differed from 
Gompers and the A F L on a number of crucial points: 
It wanted to organize all workers, it de-emphasized 
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craft exclusiveness by advocating free transfer from 
one union to another, it opposed restrictions on im-
migration (except Asians), and it advocated strong 
political action by workers as a class. And as the 
class war in the west accelerated in the last years of 
the nineteenth century, the W L U leadership became 
more vocal in its denunciation of capitalism and the 
national government that treated the repressive 
violence used against western labor with benign 
neglect. 

A clash between the W L U and the A F L developed 
almost immediately. By 1900 several unions west of 
the Mississippi had affiliated with the W L U and re-
jected an A F L ultimatum to return to the Federation. 
The A F L then started sending organizers into the 
western parts of the country, which it had largely ig-
nored until then. In response, the W L U was 
transformed into a national organization, the 
American Labor Union, which sought to become a 
radical organization in opposition to the A F L . 

The A L U proposed a syndicalist form of 
socialism: direct ownership and management of 
enterprise by workers. It favored industrial rather 
than craft unions, class solidarity of all workers, and 
vigorous economic action (strike and boycotts) by 
the working class as a whole. Here was a further 
development of the mass movement of 1877 and the 
ideas of the Knights of Labor, sharpened by the labor 
confiicts of the 1890s, that was to lead directly into 
^ Industrial Workers of the World a few years 
later. At the time, however, the A L U made little 
progress against the entrenched A F L . It remained 
almost wholly an adjunct of the Western Federation 
of Miners. 

Political action was an alternative to economic ac-
tion, and that path was also explored. When Debs 
left prison after the Pullman strike, committed to 
socialism, he moved into politics, organizing the 
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Social Democracy of America to seek a socialist 
society through the democratic political process. 
Debs was successful in attracting a wide variety of 
socialists to the new party, including some orthodox 
Marxist members of DeLeon's Socialist Labor Party, 
socialist elements from the Populists, and remnants 
of the largely middle-class Nationalist Party that had 
been inspired by Edward Bellamy's Utopian novel of 
1888, Looking Backward. With more and more 
socialist groups attracted to Debs' leadership, there 
was a merger of socialist political organizations in 
1901 to form the Socialist Party of America. Among 
organized groups, only DeLeon's Socialist Labor 
Party remained independent. 

Despite this growing political unity on the left, 
there was no viable left-oriented organization within 
the working class itself. The Knights of Labor had 
been destroyed in the aftermath of Haymarket. In-
dustrial unions made little headway against the com-
bined opposition of corporations, courts and govern-
ments. Qfaft unions and the A F L remained commit-
ted to collective bargaining within the framework of 
a private enterprise economy, still controlled by the 
more conservative elements of the labor movement 
who had no intention of mounting a challenge to the 
capitalist economic system. 

Conservative elements in the labor movement 
found allies among more liberal elements in the cor-
porate community. These groups found a common 
ground in the "trade agreements" movement of the 
1890s. In a number of industries associations of 
employers were organized to bargain with labor 
unions in order to reach agreement on wages, hours, 
working conditions, and other labor matters. The 
agreements were for specific periods of time, usually 
one to three years, and could be national, regional or 
local in scope. Crucially, they required acceptance of 
the union as the representative of the workers. On 
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the one hand, the employers acquiesced in varying 
degrees to control of access to the job by the union, 
although the closed shop was seldom included in the 
agreement. The unions, in turn, gave up the right to 
strike for the duration of the agreement. There was 
some doubt that these trade agreements were en-
forceable in the courts, but opinion among both 
employers and union officials was that they involved 
a strong moral commitment on both sides. 

The growth and hmited success of the trade 
agreements movement strengthened the position of 
relatively conservative labor leaders like Samuel 
Gompers, John Mitchell of the mine-workers and 
others who opposed the socialists. They could point 
to growing acceptance of unions by employers and 
concrete economic gains for workers. A middle posi-
tion was emerging between the socialist ideology of 
left-oriented workers and the union-busting 
philosophy that prevailed at Homestead and 
Pullman. 

Even among the leaders of large corporations there 
were some who were willing to accept labor unions as 
one means of achieving industrial peace. The chief 
spokesman for this group of "corporate liberals" 
was Marcus A . Hanna, U . S . Senator from Ohio, 
who had built a large midwest coal, iron and lake 
shipping enterprise and had become an important 
Republican political entrepreneur as well. He was a 
major fundraiser for the Republican Party, managed 
William McKinley's campaign for the presidency, 
and became Republican national chairman. He was 
one of the first to see that the new giant corporations 
needed labor peace in order to protect the security of 
their large investments, that this security was best 
achieved by settling labor disputes in a manner accep-
table to workers, and that labor unions were the 
natural spokesmen for workers. He wanted to avoid 
the threat of socialism by providing for peaceful set-
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element of labor-management disputes. In Hanna's 
own words, in a speech advocating "industrial con-
ciliation and arbitration": 

The large aggregations of capital feared at first 
by labor, may prove to be labor's best friend, in 
that, control of a trade being thus centralized, 
there is opportunity to establish friendly relations 
which shall make uniform conditions throughout 
the country, or large sections thereof, and reduce 
the basis of competition to the quality of the pro-
duct rather than to the concessions forced from 
labor . . . . 

The great productive capacity of this country 
has forced upon us the aggregation of capital and 
the creation of great material wealth seeking op-
portunity for investment. This rapidly increasing 
wealth must find investment, and to make the in-
vestment in industrials secure we must have in-
dustrial peace. . . . 

The trusts have come to stay. Organized labor 
and organized capital are but forward steps in the 
great industrial evolution that is taking place. . . . 

Y o u are well aware that there has been a 
tendency in this country, from the very nature of 
things, to what is called socialism. Everything 
that is American is primarily opposed to 
soc i a l i sm . . . . There is nothing in the organization 
of society in this country that can afford to permit 
the growth of socialistic ideas. They are 
unAmerican and unnatural to us as a people. 

Hanna was no visionary; he was a pragmatist. 
Collective bargaining between labor and manage-
ment was seen as the way to preserve private enter-
prise. 

The National Civic Federation was born out of the 
trade agreements movement and the philosophy of 
corporate liberalism. Organized in 1900, it had its 
origins in the Chicago Civic Federation that had been 
organized by journalist Ralph Easley in 1894 to try to 
end the Pullman strike through mediation and con-
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cilation. Failing in that attempt, Easley and his new 
group addressed a variety of local issues, gaining the 
support of much of the Chicago business leadership 
for civic reform. One of the organization's continu-
ing interests was arbitration and conciliation in labor 
disputes. Starting in 1898 the Chicago organization 
sponsored a series of national conferences on 
political reform, foreign policy, and big business, all 
oriented toward reform along the lines of the Pro-
gressive movement and organized around a pluralist 
philosophy representing business, labor, public and 
other interest groups. These activities culminated in 
formation of the National Civic Federation in 1900. 

Although Easley was the secretary and organizer, 
Mark Hanna was president of the new organization 
and Samuel Gompers was first vice-president. This 
combination symbolized the approach of the N C F : 
reformer-publicist, corporate liberal and labor con-
servative. Other well known people who were active 
in the N C F included Oscar Strauss, later Secretary of 
Commerce and Labor in Theodore Roosevelt's 
cabinet; August Belmont, New York financier; Seth 
Low, reform Mayor of New York City and President 
of Columbia University; and John Mitchell, Presi-
dent of the United Mine Workers. Important 
businessmen, labor leaders and political figures 
united in an organization that sought peaceful settle-
ment of the conflict between capital and labor based 
on acceptance of union organization by business and 
of private enterprise by unions. 

In the nineties, then, both workers and business i n - ' 
terests divided. The radicals among workers had 
seen their economic organizations shattered and 
responded by moving toward political organizations. 
The union movement was dominated by conservative 
leaders like Gompers and Mitchell, who opposed 
radical change and political action and favored im-
mediate economic gains within the existing economic 
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order through collective bargaining. The business 
community was also dividing into liberal and conser-
vative groups. The liberals were willing to work with 
conservative union leaders for labor peace through 
collective bargaining and a share of the pie for 
workers. The business conservatives remained 
adamantly opposed to union organization and collec-
tive bargaining, but as yet this group had no 
organization to act as its publicist and political arm. 
Yet a contest was building that offered either class 
conflict or a compromise based on the coalition of 
labor conservatives and corporate liberals. As we 
shall see, the resolution of this contest depended on 
which side was able to use the power of the state: 
Ultimately it was liberal control of the national 
government that brought victory to the philosophy 
of collective bargaining — and repression of radical 
labor. 



c^ct 3 

A N T H R A C I T E , 1902 

The anthracite coal strike of 1902 brought together 
all of the key issues in the struggle between labor and 
management. It involved an industry supplying an 
essential commodity to millions of people (at the turn 
of the century anthracite coal was the chief fuel for 
heating urban homes) and thus aroused intense 
public interest and emotions. Management in the in-
dustry was opposed to negotiations and any form of 
union recognition. The United Mine Workers, 
however, were committed to collective bargaining 
and were willing to work with the corporate liberals 
of the National Civic Federation. Within the union, 
however, a powerful group supported a strategy of 
labor solidarity and class struggle. Ultimately, the 
federal government interceded to force management 
to accept a settlement. This was the first instance of 
the alliance between business unionism, corporate 
liberalism, and state power, that, in somewhat dif-
ferent form a third of a century later, was to bring 
national legislation requiring employers to bargain 
collectively with unions. 

The anthracite coal miners had won an earlier 
strike in 1900 in which they not only obtained an in-
crease in wage rate and other improvements but also 
greatly strengthened their union organization. Never-
theless, only a small proportion of the anthracite 
miners were members of the United Mine Workers 
when the 1902 strike began. The employers ap-
parently decided to try to break the union. Negotia-
tions with the union had brought a wage increase in 
1900, which was extended for a second year. The 
union wanted to reopen negotiations, but company 
management refused to negotiate and sought to 
harass and weaken the union. Ear ly in 1902 the 
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union leadership sought the assistance of the Na-
tional Civic Federation. Senator Mark Hanna was 
successful in setting up a meeting between four union 
officials, including John Mitchell, president of the 
U M W , with four representatives of the largest an-
thracite mining companies, but the companies re-
fused to make any concessions on the union demands 
and agreed only to a 30-day truce. At the end of the 
thirty days a subcommittee of union and manage-
ment representatives again failed to reach an agree-
ment. 

The union demands were moderate: recognition of 
the union as bargaining agent, an increase in wages to 
a standard 60« per ton of coal mined, weighing of 
coal in the presence of union-paid checkweighmen, 
and an eight-hour day. The union proposed that i f 
no agreement was reached the issues would be sub-
mitted to binding arbitration by a committee selected 
by the National Civic Federation, or by a committee 
of Catholic bishops suggested by Mitchell. The union 
proposed that i f the committee found that anthracite 
miners received an annual income sufficient to live 
and raise their families at a level consistent with the 
American standard of living, and that no changes in 
wages and working conditions were necessary, the 
union would withdraw its demands, provided the 
companies agreed to accept the decisions of the ar-
bitration committee. It was a clever proposal on the 
part of the union that appealed to the public's sense 
of fair play and feeling for equity, and it stressed the 
union's desire for a peaceful settlement. 

Management rejected the proposal. The strike 
began on May 14, 1902, timed to forestall production 
of coal stocks for the coming winter heating season. 
The companies moved to hire some 1600 private 
police and recruited labor from outside the region. 
Many shopkeepers in the mining towns refused credit 
to the strikers. Initially there was no violence, but 
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the use of strikebreakers soon triggered retaliation 
that brought scattered episodes of violence and a 
number of shooting deaths in June and July. These 
incidents were publicized heavily and used to 
discredit the strike and the union. By the end of July 
the anthracite region was in turmoil and the Gover-
nor of Pennsylvania ordered two regiments of the 
National Guard to the area. Nevertheless, violence 
escalated and more troops were required. By the end 
of September fourteen people had died as a result of 
the strike and property losses were substantial. 

Meanwhile, a struggle was going on within the 
union between the leadership, which wanted to 
localize the conflict within the anthracite region, and 
a dissident group among the rank and file that 
wanted to broaden the strike to include the whole 
coal-mining industry, in the interests of worker 
solidarity. The union president, John Mitchell, 
feared that public opinion would turn against the 
strike i f the bituminous miners walked out in sym-
pathy with the anthracite miners. A bituminous coal 
strike of any length would shut down the railroads 
quickly and the steel industry in a short time, and 
those shutdowns would soon spread to many other 
industries, with effects analogous to a general strike. 
Mitchell argued that public opinion would shift 
against the strike and many other workers would be 
alienated i f the bituminous miners went out to sup-
port their fellow U M W miners. Furthermore, the 
bituminous miners were working under a valid con-
tract, the result of earlier negotiations. I f the union 
should abandon this contract—and the validity of 
collectively bargained agreements—it would be op-
ting for class action and giving up the principle of 
collective bargaining and the idea of binding 
negotiated settlements. Mitchell was also under 
heavy pressure from Senator Marcus Hanna of the 
National Civic Federation, who argued that the 
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whole philosophy of collective bargaining and 
mutual recognition of each other's position by 
capital and labor would be jeopardized and perhaps 
destroyed i f the bituminous miners denounced their 
contract. The union opposition to Mitchell, on the 
other hand, argued that a bituminous coal strike 
would threaten the financial interests that lay behind 
the anthracite coal companies, because of the general 
economic shutdown it could bring, and thereby bring 
the anthracite strike to a quick and successful conclu-
sion. This strategy was designed to win on a small 
front by threatening a general and devastating con-
frontation between labor and capital. There could 
hardly have been a clearer confrontation between 
two ideologies: class struggle vs. peaceful negotia-
tion; antagonistic conflict vs. nonantagonistic con-
flict. 

The issue was decided at a special national conven-
tion of the United Mine Workers in mid-July. The 
convention decided not to call for a national sym-
pathy strike of bituminous coal-miners. Instead, it 
provided for financial assistance from the union as a 
whole as well as general support. Mitchell had won. 
The U M W decided for business unionism and collec-
tive bargaining rather than class solidarity and a 
capital/labor confrontation. 

Public opinion soon moved to support of the 
strike, influenced by the union leadership's continu-
ing stance of conciliation and an effective public rela-
tions program. But the most spectacular cause of the 
shift in public opinion was an injudicious letter writ-
ten by George F . Baer, president of the Philadelphia 
and Reading Railroad which was the largest producer 
of anthracite coal, to a resident of Wilkes-Barre: 

Dear Mr. Clark: 
I have your letter of the 16th. I do not know 

who you are. I see that you are a religious man: 
but you are evidently biased in favor of the 
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right of the workingman to control a business 
in which he has no other interest than to secure 
fair wage for the work he does. 

I beg you not to be discouraged. The rights 
and interests of the laboring man will be pro-
tected and cared for — not by the labor 
agitators, but by the Christian men to whom 
God in His infinite wisdom has given the con-
trol of the property interests of the country, 
and upon the successful Management of which 
so much depends. Do not be discouraged. 

Pray earnestly that right may triumph, 
always remembering that the Lord God Om-
nipotent still reigns, and that His reign is one 
of law and order, and not of violence and 
crime. 

This arrogant and paternalistic statement of the 
divine right of capital, published at the end of August 
and widely disseminated by the union, was heavily 
criticized in newspaper editorials and badly damaged 
the public image of the coal operators. 

The situation was serious. Coal production had 
fallen and failed to revive, stocks were low, and 
prices began to increase. A cold and expensive winter 
loomed ahead for the urban population of the great 
eastern cities. President Theodore Roosevelt, in of-
fice for only a year and not an elected president, 
called a special cabinet meeting to discuss the pro-
blem on October 1. This was followed by a high-level 
meeting at the White House on October 3 involving 
the labor leaders, presidents of the leading coal-
carrying railroads (which controlled some 90 percent 
of anthracite coal production), and high government 
officials. The union leaders proposed a Federal com-
mission to investigate the situation and to decide the 
issues, with both sides required to accept its decision. 
A spokesman for the operators rejected this arbitra-
tion proposal and instead asked for federal troops to 
protect the mines so they could keep operating. * 
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The Governor of Pennsylvania, supporting the 
companies, responded to this plea by ordering the en-
tire Pennsylvania National Guard to the anthracite 
region. But the strike continued to be effective and 
output remained low. Roosevelt appealed to Mit-
chell to send the miners back to work, promising to 
appoint the Commission requested by Mitchell and 
to try to get the operators to accept its decision. Mit-
chell refused. On October 9, a meeting of 139 mayors 
at Detroit called for government control of the an-
thracite mines. 

President Roosevelt was caught in a dilemma. 
Ideologically he was part of the liberal wing of the 
Republican party where support for the position of 
the National Civic Federation on labor matters was 
strong. Marcus Hanna, U . S . senator from Ohio and 
president of the Federation, was probably the most 
important Republican politician in the country after 
Roosevelt himself. Hanna wore two hats as the most 
prominent leader of the corporate liberals and a 
leading political figure in the administration. On the 
other hand, the bulk of Republican political funds 
came from conservative business and financial 
leaders, like J . P . Morgan, who were adamantly anti-
union. Indeed, Morgan and his associates were the 
chief investment bankers for the railroads that owned 
the bulk of the anthracite mines. They must have ap-
proved the union-busting strategy of the companies, 
although Morgan persistently denied that he attemp-
ted to influence management decisions on the matter. 

Just as an internal struggle was going on in the 
union, so a similar struggle went on within the ad-
ministration and the Republican leadership. 

In the end, government sided with the union. 
Roosevelt decided, in the face of the operators' in-
transigence, that the federal government would have 
to seize the mines and send U . S . troops into the min-
ing areas to get production started once more. With 
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that plan as a big stick he sent Secretary of State 
El ihu Root to speak softly with J . P . Morgan, carry-
ing a plan for a federal commission of inquiry whose 
findings would be binding on both sides in the 
dispute. The only concession Morgan could get was 
that no labor leader or former labor leader would be 
appointed to the commission. Even that concession 
was not honored, however, for Roosevelt appointed 
to the commission as a "sociologist" a member of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission who had 
formerly been president of the Order of Railway 
Conductors. The strikers went back to work after 
the operators agreed to accept the decision of the 
commission as binding. A cold winter had been 
averted. 

The commission held extensive hearings during the 
winter of 1902-1903 and handed down its decision on 
March 18, 1903. It awarded a 10 percent wage in-
crease and made several other recommendations. But 
it did not require recognition of the union as bargain-
ing agent for the miners. That was not obtained until 
World War I , when the federal government required 
it of the operators as a means of obtaining labor 
peace during the war. A l l this was anticlimax, 
however. The real meaning of the anthracite coal 
•trike of 1902 lay in the use of state power to support 
the coalition of conservative unions and corporate 
liberalism around the idea of collective bargaining 

« a n d peaceful settlement of labor-management dif-
,lerences. The anthracite coal strike of 1902 forged 
for the first time the basic political alignments that 
were to lead to a national policy of collective bargain-
ing in labor-management relations. 



T H E C R U S H I N G O F R A D I C A L L A B O R 

During the relatively strong surge of prosperity 
from 1897 to 1903, membership in labor unions, 
chiefly the craft unions of the A F L and the Railroad 
Brotherhoods, increased from about 500,000 to 
almost two million. This growth was marked by con-
siderable strife: according to the 1907 annual report 
of the U.S. Commissioner of Labor there were 1,056 
strikes at 3,809 business establishments in 1898; by 
1903 those numbers had risen to 3,494 strikes affec-
ting over 20,000 establishments. The 1902 anthracite 
strike was only the most spectacular of many work 
stoppages in that era of prosperity and union growth. 

The anti-union element in the business community 
reacted strongly. Business firms in a number of cities 
began around 1900 to organize employers' associa-
tions designed to present a united front in opposition 
to the local organizations of trade unions. These 
associations were committed to the idea of the open 
shop, the right to hire anyone, whether a union 
member or not. They were opposed to all labor 
unions and the idea of trade agreements arrived at 
through union-management negotiations. By 1902 
strong local employers' associations were found 
throughout the midwest between the Appalachians 
and the Rockies. 

In 1903 this movement came to dominance in the 
National Association of Manufacturers, which 
became the chief spokesman for the open shop and 
the chief opponent of the collective bargaining 
philosophy of the National Civic Federation. From 
its founding in 1895 the N A M had been a rather mild 
organization of business firms whose chief activities 
were in support of tariff protection for domestic in-
dustry and expansion of U.S. exports — programs 
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that were supported by a number of unions as well. 
The N A M had opposed national legislation to pro-
vide for an eight-hour day on all federal contracts 
and to exempt labor disputes from injunctions issued 
by federal courts, but these were not major elements 
in its program. However, in 1903 David M . Parry, 
president of a large carriage manufacturing company 
in Indianapolis, was elected president of the N A M . 
He was unalterably opposed to unions and was a 
leader of the open shop movement. At the 1903 an-
nual meeting he attacked labor unions, including by 
implication the craft unions of the A F L , as "mob 
power" and "socialistic," and called for an 
employers' campaign against union "abuses" and 
labor-sponsored legislation. Ironically, this call to 
action was followed by a mild speech by U.S. Com-
missioner of Labor Carroll D . Wright, pleading for 
businessmen to understand the new relationship be-
tween capital and labor — a thinly disguised state-
ment of the philosophy of collective bargaining that 
had triumphed in the recent anthracite strike. But 
Wright's speech was followed by passage of a series 
of resolutions embodying Parry's ideas: a nine-point 
Declaration of Principles that set the N A M ' s course 
in opposition to labor unions and collective bargain-
ing. This action was followed later in 1903 by 
organization of the Citizens' Industrial Association, 
also headed by Parry, as a national organization to 
provide leadership to the local employers' associa-
tions, open to all employers and not just manufac-
turers. The anti-union conservative wing of the 
business community was now organized. 

The first fruit of the new militancy on the part of 
employers was an attack on the Western Federation 
of Miners in Colorado. James H . Peabody, gover-
nor of Colorado in 1903-05, organized a campaign to 
break the power of the W F M in the mining areas of 
the state. He acted in concert with the large mining 
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corporations, most of which were dominated by 
Eastern capital; with the local employers' associa-
tions; and, where they were agreeable, with local 
governmental authorities. 

The pattern of action was as follows, with some 
variations due to local conditions: an industrial 
dispute develops between the mining company and 
the W F M . . . employer intransigence triggers a strike 
. . . local authorities ask for state assistance in main-
taining order, even though there may have been little 
or no disorder . . . the governor declares martial law 
and sends in the National Guard, made up of 
volunteers recruited for that particular mission and 
usually paid for by the affected mining companies 
. . . the Guard and local police protect strikebreakers 
brought in by the employers and the mines start 
operating again . . . the union leaders are arrested 
and either tried and jailed or deported from the area 
with a warning not to return. Thus, law and order 
was sustained and Colorado made safe for capital in-
vestment. This pattern was repeated in one mining 
center after another, culminating in Cripple Creek in 
1904. Within two years the Western Federation of 
Miners in Colorado was largely a paper organization. 
Colorado showed what could be done when the 
power of government was directed toward suppres-
sion of radical unionism. 

The events in Colorado, however, helped to foster 
the organization of a national, class-oriented, radical 
labor organization, the Industrial Workers of the 
World. After its 1904 defeat in Colorado, the leader-
ship of the W F M decided to move toward "the 
amalgamation of the entire working class into one 
general organization." After some preliminary 
meetings with like-minded labor leaders in other 
organizations, the I W W was organized in June 1905. 
It was to be a single union of all workers in all in-
dustries, with decision-making in the hands of the 
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membership as a whole, and based on the idea of ir-
repressible conflict between capital and labor. The 
chief organizers of the I W W were the leaders of the 
W F M and its spinoff, the American Labor Union, 
but it also included Daniel DeLeon's Socialist Trade 
and Labor Alliance, other socialists and a number of 
other left-labor people. The new organization im-
mediately split into two factions, one interested 
chiefly in organization of workers, particularly the 
unskilled, and the other more concerned with 
developing a radical socialist program. After three 
years of struggle the "overalls brigade" won out over 
the socialist intellectuals, who largely dropped out of 
the organization. By 1908 the I W W had become 
what its founders had intended: an instrument for 
organizing the working class as a whole and carrying 
on a class struggle against capitalism. 

Just as the organization itself had emerged from 
workingclass efforts and experience over more than 
a quarter century, so did its structure and program. 
The I W W was a highly democratic organization, at-
tempting to reach out equally to all workers 
everywhere, with a one-person-one-vote approach to 
decision-making by the membership as a whole 
(which was difficult to put into practice and 
sometimes quite cumbersome). Its organizational 
structure reflected its ideals and philosophy of 
democratic class action, however. Its program had a 
similar emphasis: the I W W envisaged a syndicalist 
organization of the economy, including direct worker 
control and management of individual enterprises, 
coordinated and planned at higher administrative 
levels by workers' representatives. The chief basis of 
the I W W ' s attraction for workers, however, was its 
militant action program of class opposition to 
employers. 

The I W W appealed to the most heavily exploited 
groups among working people, those not represented 
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by the craft unions of skilled workers in the A F L , 
bypassed by socialist intellectuals, and largely 
unrepresented politically (because many were 
migratory workers). In the west the I W W concen-
trated its efforts on mining, lumbering and 
agriculture; in the east chiefly in textiles and rubber. 
It used new methods: organizing on the job, mass 
meetings in public parks and on city streets, "endless 
chain" mass picketing, and sitdown strikes on the 
job, as well as mass demonstrations reminiscent of 
1877 and 1886. These methods brought major suc-
cesses in 1911-1913 and the organization grew both in 
numbers and notoriety. 

Like the earlier class-oriented labor movements in 
the previous four decades, the I W W aroused strong 
emotions. Its clientele were the lowest level of 
workers, poorly skilled, largely propertyless with lit-
tle hope of ever becoming property owners, many of 
them recent immigrants. Its philosophy was overtly 
socialist, but it was not the genteel ideology of the 
Socialist Party, with its emphasis on democratic 
political action, reform and gradualism. Much of the 
I W W ' s rhetoric was fiery, and its tactics were unset-
tling to many. A hostile press attacked the organiza-
tion in cartoons and editorials, and news stories were 
often distorted, in an effort to create an impression 
that the I W W stood for lawlessness, destruction and 
anarchy. The leadership preached nonviolence and 
passive resistance, but that strategy was hard to sus-
tain when company police, strikebreakers, local 
police and the National Guard attacked I W W 
meetings. The class warfare that the I W W ad-
vocated, when it came, was not peaceful. 

The I W W was under attack from its origin. A l l of 
the methods developed since 1877 were used by a 
coalition of business corporations, much of the 
press, local and state courts, and local and state 
governments. The federal government was not in-

volved, for the most part, until it entered the fray to 
apply the coup-de-grace in 1918. 

The attack on the I W W began with a spectacular 
and unsuccessful show trial in 1906. Former Gover-
nor Frank Steunenberg who had a leading role in 
breaking a W F M strike in the Coeur d'Alene mining 
district in 1899, was murdered in Caldwell, Idaho on 
December 30,1905. The murderer was quickly ap-
prehended, one Harry Orchard, who was induced to 
implicate four officials of the W F M . Three of them, 
Charles Moyer, William D . Haywood, and George 
A . Pettibone (who was then no longer associated 
with the union) were arrested in Colorado, extradited 
under highly dubious procedures (which were later 
upheld by the U . S . Supreme Court), and taken to 
Idaho under guard. It amounted to a legalized kid-
napping. None of the accused had been in Idaho at 
the time of the crime, but, in a variation on the 
Haymarket trial, were accused of conspiring with Or-
chard to kil l Steunenberg. A series of spectacular 
trials followed, in which the two chief legal adver-
saries were State (later U . S . ) Senator William A . 
Borah and the famous trial lawyer, Clarence Darrow. 
A l l three of the defendants were acquitted, but the 
trials were an expensive drain on the union treasury, 
the press was able to create an image of the W F M 
and I W W as lawless, violent organizations, and 
much of the leadership of the two organizations was 
immoblized for two years. The forces of repression 
won a partial victory even though the trials were lost. 

The I W W ' s "free speech" conflicts in 1909-1912 
were directed against denial of constitutional rights 
by local governments and business-inspired 
vigilantes. The I W W found that the best way to 
organize migratory and seasonal workers in in-
dustries like lumbering or agriculture was to sponsor 
speeches and meetings on city streets in locations 
where such workers congregated. Success with these 
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tactics in Spokane, Washington in 1909 brought a 
city ordinance prohibiting such meetings by "revolu-
tionists" but not by religious organizations like the 
Salvation Army. Defiance of the ordinance led to 
mass arrests and ja i l , then to police brutality, and 
then suppression of the I W W newspaper and head-
quarters. A new I W W office in Idaho was illegally 
raided by the Spokane police. Finally, after two 
years of conflict the tactics of nonviolent opposition 
won: the financial cost of repression was becoming 
burdensome to the local government. Spokane's 
government agreed to allow indoor meetings, permit 
publication of the I W W newspaper and its sale on 
city streets, and to pass a satisfactory free speech or-
dinance; in short, to respect the U . S . constitution. 
The jailed I W W leaders were released. 

Other free speech fights in the west were won by 
the I W W , but not in San Diego. There the city 
government worked closely with local vigilantes 
organized by business interests. I W W leaders and 
organizers were arrested by the police, taken into the 
desert and turned over to vigilantes, beaten, and then 
left to fend for themselves. A state investigation (the 
Governor was Democratic progressive Hiram 
Johnson) confirmed the connivance of city officials 
with the vigilante guerillas. The I W W persisted in its 
organizing despite the brutality, and city officials 
finally asked for help from the federal government to 
destroy this organization which, they claimed, sought 
to overthrow the government. The U . S . Attorney 
General refused to act, however, even though Presi-
dent Taft , trying to win California votes in the 1912 
election, supported federal intervention. But by the 
end of 1912, the I W W will to resist was broken. 
Volunteers for continued passive resistance could not 
he obtained in the face of unremitting brutality on 
the part of vigilantes supported by local officials. 

A variety of police tactics were employed against 
the I W W during strikes. In Goldfield, Nevada in 
1907-08, at a time when the leaders of the W F M and 
I W W were on trial in Idaho and a growing split was 
developing between moderates and radicals in the 
W F M and I W W , the mining companies decided to 
reduce wages and break the local unions. But they 
could not rely on local government authorities for 
help — because the unions and workers were strong 
in local politics — and Nevada had no National 
Guard. So the companies conspired with the Gover-
nor to ask for federal troops, fabricating stories of 
local violence to justify the action. President 
Roosevelt, initially deceived, complied, and even 
when informed of the deceit kept the army in 
Goldfield. This action enabled the mining companies 
to force a wage reduction and institute "yellow dog" 
contracts in which workers agreed not to join a 
union. Simultaneously, the A F L sent in organizers in 
opposition to the W F M and I W W , but made little 
progress. 

The pattern of using government police action was 
repeated in most of the strikes in which the I W W was 
active, particularly after some early successes in 
1907-08 in the lumber industry in the Pacific 
Northwest and in eastern industrial plants in 
Schenectady, New York; Bridgeport, Connecticut 
and Skowhegan, Maine. In 1909 at McKees R o c k s , * 
Pennsylvania, unskilled and mostly immigran t* 
workers continued a strike at the Pressed Steel Car ' * 
Co . after the skilled workers had settled. At this 
point the I W W entered the scene and took over 
leadership of the strike. There had already been 
violence between workers and strikebreakers, and 
more followed after the entry of the I W W , as the im-
migrant workers massed to prevent strikebreakers 
from entering the plant. Private company police, 
local sheriff's deputies and units of the Pennsylvania 
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state police combined to support the strikebreakers. 
Homes were searched to confiscate weapons under a 
state law that forbade aliens to own weapons. But the 
attempt at repression did not succeed in this instance; 
the company quickly settled on terms favorable to 
the workers, largely for fear that continuation of the 
strike would strengthen radicalism among its workers 
and others in the Pittsburgh area. 

The tactic of using police backed up by courts was 
soon extended. The I W W started its official publica-
tion. Solidarity, in Pittsburgh in 1909, following the 
strike at McKees Rocks; local authorities immediate-
ly arrested its entire staff. IWW-inspired strikes at 
New Castle and Butler, Pennsylvania were quickly 
suppressed by vigorous managements in combination 
with local police and courts. In the Southern lumber-
ing areas of Louisiana and east Texas the lumber 
companies employed their own gunmen to terrorize 
union organizers and the I W W — action that could 
continue only under a program of benign neglect on 
the part of local authorities — and several I W W 
organizers were arrested and charged with crimes 
committed by company thugs. They were later ac-
quitted. 

In Lawrence, Massachusetts in 1912, where the 
I W W was called in to lead a spontaneous strike and 
won an outstanding victory, much of the violence 
was provoked by company management and the 
police, and was then used as an excuse for furth'er 
repression. The strike began in January, and the first 
act of violence came when workers spontaneously 
smashed machinery and windows in one textile mill . 
This was followed three days later by a clash between 
strikers and local police reinforced by state militia, in 
which the police and militia were clearly the ag-
gressors. Five days later the police, acting on tips, 
found dynamite at several locations, and a hue and 
cry against the strike and the I W W were raised in the 
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press. But the dynamite was soon traced to a local 
businessman, who admitted he had sought to 
discredit the strike. He was tried and fined. Shortly 
afterward it was disclosed that the American Woolen 
Co . , largest of the local firms, had arranged for the 
dynamite incident at the suggestion of the company 
president, who escaped punishment. 

Late in January police interfered with an I W W 
parade, an officer was stabbed and a woman striker 
was shot and killed. This was the incident needed by 
the police: the two I W W strike leaders, Joseph Ettor 
and Arturo Giovannitti, were charged with conspiracy 
in the murder, arrested and jailed. The purpose, of 
course, was to deprive the strike of its leadership. But 
this tactic failed: the I W W sent in other leaders, in-
cluding William Haywood, and ultimately Ettor and 
Giovannitti were acquitted. Meanwhile, the strike 
leadership hit on a tactic designed to arouse public 
sympathy and raise funds for the strike: they began a 
program of sending children of the strikers to foster 
homes elsewhere, accompanied by great publicity. 
The success of this program caused the local officials 
in Lawrence to prohibit any further movement of the 
children — a clearly illegal action by the authorities. 
When the I W W continued the practice the police on 
February 24 attacked a group of women and children 
at the Lawrence railroad station, beating and club-
bing them as they were arrested and hauled off in a 
National Guard truck. This stupid act of brutality, 
in full view of the press, brought victory to the 
strikers. The Governor of Massachusetts, who early 
in the strike had unsuccessfully tried to mediate, try-
ing to prevent radicalism from gaining a foothold, 
ordered an investigation. The U . S . House of 
Representatives began an investigation, as did the 
U . S . Bureau of Labor. Many progressive political 
leaders expressed support for the strikers. What had 
started out as class war between right-wing capitalists 
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and left-wing labor threatened to forge a coalition 
between left-wing labor and reformist liberal 
elements. A t this point the companies settled the 
strike on terms highly favorable to the workers. The 
I W W now had some 20,000 members in Lawrence 
alone, but in the longer run the employers won, using 
more subtle tactics to split the labor force: labor 
spies, discrimination against union members and 
leaders, favoring some nationality groups over others 
in promotion policy, hiring nonunion workers, and 
so on. The strike mobilized the unskilled immigrant 
workers, but the union was unable to withstand con-
tinuing employer pressure over the next few years. 

The I W W victory at Lawrence was followed by 
defeats at Paterson, New Jersey, and elsewhere. The 
repressive measures that had boomeranged at 
Lawrence were used more successfully elsewhere. 
Employers used strikebreakers, assisted by local 
police and courts, and by the state government where 
the National Guard was needed. I W W leaders were 
special targets. Police riots in which strikers and 
strike leaders were beaten were common occurrences. 
Vigilantes were organized for further violence 
beyond the pretense of legality while police looked 
the other way. I W W leaders, most of whom 
preached non-violent mass action, were tried for the 
violence for which employers and the police were 
largely responsible. Among the more highly publi-
cized incidents were the murder trial of Joe Hi l l in 
Salt Lake City in 1914, the "Bloody Sunday" 
massacre in Everett, Washington in 1916, and the 
vigilante lynching of Frank Little in Butte, Montana 
in 1917. In Jerome, Arizona, in July 1917, the cop-
per companies organized armed vigilantes who 
"cleared the town of agitators" by seizing any Wob-
blies they could find and deporting them to the 
middle of the Mojave Desert in California. They then 
turned their attention to the local miners' union af-
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filiated with the A F L and drove it out also. Inspired 
by this success, a similar operation on a much larger 
scale was carried out a week later in Bisbee, Arizona. 
Through most of this turmoil the federal government 
remained neutral, state governments tended not to 
get involved directly, and the chief repressive 
measures were left to local governments and courts. 

Meanwhile, there was movement at the federal 
level toward legislation that promoted collective 
bargaining and trade agreements, and toward 
recognition of labor unions as the bargaining 
representatives of workers. The Erdman Act of 1898 
provided for collective bargaining on railroads, but 
had been declared unconstitutional by the Supreme 
Court ten years later. Legislation in 1913 created a 
separate U . S . Department of Labor with full cabinet 
status, and established a full-time Board of Concilia-
tion and Arbitration in the new department to deal 
with labor-management disputes on railroads. The 
Clayton Act of 1914 exempted labor unions from the 
provisions of the Sherman Act . Although written in 
a manner that did not fully protect unions from in-
junctions based on the Sherman Act , this was impor-
tant legislation, for in the Danbury Hatters Case 
(1908) and Bucks Stove and Range Case (1909) the 
U . S . Supreme Court had interpreted the Sherman 
Act in a manner that could be used to destroy unions 
altogether. In 1915 federal legislation regulated con-
ditions of work for seamen. The Adamson Act of 
1916 provided for an eight-hour day and time-and-a-
half for overtime on interstate railroads, an impor-
tant victory for labor. 

On other fronts, the cloak and suit industry in New 
York began to develop its machinery for arbitration 
of labor disputes in 1910-1912; Massachusetts passed 
the first minimum-wage law for women and minors 
in 1912 (after the great I W W strike at Lawrence); and 
New York passed the first workers' compensation 

legislation. Federal legislation in 1916 barred pro-
ducts of child labor from interstate commerce, but 
was declared unconstitutional in 1918; a new act in 
1919 had a similar fate in 1922. Much other pro-
labor legislation failed in both Congress and state 
legislatures, but there clearly was progress on two 
fronts: ameliorative legislation to aid working peo-
ple, and legislation to promote collective bargaining. 

During World War 1 promotion of collective 
bargaining between unions and management became 
federal policy. A Mediation Commission was 
established in 1917. In 1918 the National War Labor 
Board and the War Labor Policies Board were 
established. The first was a court of last resort to set-
tle labor disputes; the second sought to standardize 
labor conditions as a means of promoting labor 
peace. During the war federal purchasing agencies 
generally insisted that suppliers bargain collectively 
with their employees. This poHcy brought large in-
creases in union membership: A F of L unions added 
over two million members, and other unions (in-
cluding a rash of company unions organized by 
employers to comply with federal policies) added 
another quarter million. A l l of these programs were 
closed out when the war ended, and conservative 
business opinion and its anti-union policies were once 
more dominant, but the labor policies of 1917-18, 
which were a development of those that had emerged 
in the anthracite strike of 1902, were a forerunner of 
the national policies that became firmly established 
in the 1930s. 

The I W W shared in the union growth engendered 
by wartime prosperity, in spite of repression. Its 
membership grew from perhaps 40,000 in 1916 to 
over 100,000 (it claimed 250,000) just before its sup-
pression in 1917. The organization was particularly 
strong among the migratory farm workers of the 
Great Plains states, in the copper mining areas of 
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Montana and Arizona, and the Northwest lumber in-
dustry. It grew in spite of a renewed drive of legal-
ized union-busting. By the end of 1917 Federal troops 
were on duty in the mining areas of Montana and 
Arizona, the lumbering areas of Oregon and western 
Washington, and the wheat-growing territories of 
eastern Washington, even though there had been no 
violence there and no trace of German espionage 
could be found. At this time the coalition of business 
interests and local officials fighting the I W W in the 
west came to feel that the only way to get rid of the 
I W W was to enlist the aid of the federal government. 

The Espionage Act of June 15, 1917, followed by 
the Sedition Act of May 16, 1918, provided the legal 
basis for federal action; wartime patriotism provided 
a favorable climate of opinion. A plan suggested by 
former Governor John Lind of Minnesota, then 
director of the state Commission for Public Safety, 
envisaged a coordinated offensive by the Justice, 
Labor and Post Office Departments to destroy the 
I W W as a functioning organization. The Department 
of Justice would raid I W W offices to obtain evidence 
of violation of wartime security statutes, and would 
prosecute the I W W officers responsible; the Depart-
ment of Labor would detain and deport I W W aliens; 
and the Post Office would deny mailing privileges to 
I W W publications. Basically, the Lind plan would 
use the tactics already developed at the state and local 
level, under the protection of federal legal sanctions, 
to attack radical labor on a nationwide front. 

This program was put into effect during the sum-
mer of 1917. In July, President Wilson established a 
special investigation of I W W activities. Shortly 
afterward there was an unexplained break-in at the 
I W W ' s national headquarters in Chicago. In August 
the Post Office denied mailing privileges to two 
foreign-language I W W newspapers. On August 21 
the U . S . Attorney General informed the President of 
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a planned full-scale assault on the I W W by the 
Department of Justice. On September 5 federal 
agents and local police raided every I W W office and 
headquarters throughout the country and the homes 
of a number of high I W W officials, armed with ex-
tremely broad search-warrants that allowed them to 
seize not only documents, but also the operating 
equipment of the offices as well. Large numbers of 
I W W members were arrested. 

The raids were expected to immobilize the I W W as 
a functioning organization for the duration of the 
war. The organization's leaders were arrested, its of-
fice equipment gone, its funds sequestered. But to 
make doubly sure, a second series of raids a few 
months later shattered the secondary leadership that 
had sprung up after the first raids. Then came the 
trials, with public opinion whipped to almost 
hysterical hatred by the press. Ninety-nine I W W 
leaders were prosecuted in a widely publicized trial in 
Chicago in 1918, convicted on extremely flimsy 
evidence, and given long prison sentences. Forty-
seven secondary leaders were tried in Sacramento 
later in the year, and 25 in Kansas City in 1919. This 
federal action was supplemented by many arrests of 
local I W W leaders under state criminal syndicalism 
laws. 

Meanwhile, the U . S . Department of Labor was ac-
tive in two ways. On the one hand, it deported 
numerous alien I W W members. On the other hand, 
it sought to replace the I W W with the A F L unions in 
the lumber and mining districts where the I W W had 
been strong, and to develop collective bargaining 
there. This effort was assisted by Samuel Gompers 
of the A F L and by Ralph Easley, who for many years 
had been with the National Civic Federation. The 
War Labor Board and the War Labor Policies Board 
supported these tactics unofficially. These efforts 
were unsuccessful, however, and the open shop 
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prevailed. Nevertheless, it was the policy of the 
Wilson administration to encourage unionization 
and collective bargaining by job-conscious unions 
while it destroyed class-conscious unions." 

The same methods used by the federal government 
against the I W W were used against the Socialist 
Party. Socialists had often supported the I W W , par-
ticularly in its spectacular strikes and the free-speech 
strikes in the west. Both the I W W and the Socialists 
had opposed U . S . entry into the war and gave at best 
lukewarm support to the war effort. The Socialist 
Party was the next logical target for suppression of 
radicalism, particularly after the Bolshevik seizure of 
power in Russia in 1917 aroused increased fear of 
communism. Socialist periodicals were denied use of 
the mails, socialist leaders were jailed under the war-
time security laws, and party offices were raided. The 
attack on left political organizations culminated in 
the notorious "Palmer raids" of 1919-20, planned by 
Attorney General A . Mitchell Palmer and directed by 
the young J . Edgar Hoover. 

Federal suppression of the I W W also coincided 
with passage of criminal syndicalism legislation by a 
number of state legislatures. These laws were 
directed at the I W W , although that organization was 
not specifically named in any of the laws. The usual 
pattern included a press campaign attacking the 
I W W on patriotic and ideological grounds, and 
organized support for the legislation by trade 
associations and other business groups. Starting with 
Minnesota in 1917, most of these laws were passed in 
1918 and 1919, and they were the basis for criminal 
prosecutions of radicals in general, Wobblies in par-
ticular, and even some liberal activists. Widely 
publicized show-trials and long prison terms were 
common outcomes. 

Other events added to the atmosphere of hysteria, 
fear and class conflict: the Russian revolution of 
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1917 and seizure of power by the Bolsheviks under 
Lenin's leadership; the bitter 1919 strike in the steel 
industry; the N A M ' s intensified drive for the open 
shop starting in 1919-20. The federal government's 
suppression of the I W W and drive against radicals 
was part of a larger economic, political and 
ideological confrontation between capital and labor 
in which capital was generally successful. 

F E L L O W W O R K E R S : 

W E A R E IN H E R E FOR YOU: YOU A R E OUT T H E R E FOR US 

This famous IWW sticker was drawn In C^k County Jail 
by Ralpti Chaplin, Imprisoned for his antiwar beliefs 
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Workers in the industrial America of the period 
between the Civi l War and the first World War 
worked out several alternative paths toward solutions 
to their problems. Tw o were allowed to develop: 
job-conscious business unionism of the A F L type; 
and political action within the framework of existing 
political institutions. Both of these approaches ac-
cepted the existing economic order and offered no 
serious challenge to patterns of income distribution, 
the ownership of wealth, or the locus of economic 
and political power. A "fair share" within the ex-
isting structure was their theme. 

Two other adaptations were not allowed to exist: a 
labor movement emphasizing mass action, class-
consciousness and a radical ideology; and radical 
political action directed toward socialism. Here we 
have examined in detail only the repression of radical 
labor. Yet radicalism in the labor movement was as 
American as baseball, hot dogs and pumpkin pie. It 
developed out of the American experience with in-
dustrialization, starting with the disorganized mass 
protests of 1877 and leading through the Knights of 
Labor in the 1880s and the industrial unionism of the 
1890s to the I W W in the early decades of the twen-
tieth century. It was not a radicalism imported from 
Europe, nor did it have its roots among intellectuals 
or the urban middle class. Radicalism of those sorts 
was present in the half-century between the Civi l War 
and the first World War: Marxism and anarchism 
from central Europe, Utopian socialism, Bellamy's 
nationalist movement, for example. But the 
radicalism of the I W W was different. It reflected the 
lives and experiences of working people in industrial 
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America, and was forged from the conflicts inherent 
in that society. 

We can now come to a better understanding of the 
question we started with: why did class-conscious 
radicalism not develop with the American labor 
movement? It did. Mass radical movements in the 
American labor movement had great vitality between 
1877 and 1917. The question was the wrong one, 
stemming from the failure of American historians of 
labor to look impartially at the facts. The question 
should be: why did the developing class-conscious 
radicalism of American labor lose its momentum? It 
was attacked by the power of the national state, 
which also clearly indicated that similar ventures in 
the future would not be tolerated. There is little need 
for complex theories about the role of immigrants, 
fractionation of the labor force, middle class public 
opinion, and so forth. A l l those factors were pre-
sent, but the fact remains that repression by the state 
was the key difference between 1910, say, and 1920. 

We should not think of that repression in the 
simplistic terms of reductionist or "o f f i c ia l " Marx-
ism, of a capitalist state single-mindedly serving the 
interests of the capitalist class. Capitalists, as a class, 
were divided on the issue of how to deal with class 
conflict, just as were workers. Similarly, labor 
leaders were obviously trying to work their way 
through a difficult situation in which a variety of 
pressures were at work. Gompers, for example, felt 
that in the long run his union could not survive if it 
took a radical stance, and he may well have been 
right. Complex political forces created a coalition of 
labor conservatives and corporate liberals around a 
policy of collective bargaining and ameliorative 
legislation as an alternative to class warfare. The sup-
pression of labor radicalism followed, almost as i f 
the progressive-liberal coalition was trying to mollify 
the conservatives by destroying their chief enemy. 
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Governmental repression was made possible, 
however, by the isolated political position of radical 
labor. It was probably a minority within the labor 
movement itself, among rank-and-file workers, 
although this is far from clear. Certainly the great 
majority of the leaders of organized unions were op-
posed to a radical transformation of property rela-
tionships along the lines advocated by the I W W . Fur-
thermore, while the I W W represented a high point in 
the economic organization of mass radical 
movements in American labor, there had not been a 
parallel development of a radical political movement. 
The Socialist Party was itself divided among 
divergent factions and its political program was not 
closely articulated with the class'Conscious radicalism 
of the I W W and its emphasis on economic action. 
The I W W in particular, and radical labor in general, 
was in an exposed position, isolated from other sec-
tors of the working class and without a supporting 
radical political organization. It could readily be of-
fered up as a sacrifice to conservative business in-
terests by the coalition of corporate liberals and con-
servative union leadership. 

The final victory of the supporters of collective 
bargaining and ameliorative legislation as an alter-
native to the class struggle did not come until the 
New Deal years of the 1930s. And victory did not 
come without turmoil. At that time the labor 
radicalism of the years before 1918 had disappeared 
as an effective force and even the revived industrial 
unionism of the 1930s was molded by business 
unionism. Without the older labor radicalism to 
worry them, employers took a largely unified stand 
in opposition to trade unions, and a somewhat dif-
ferent coalition of economic and political interests 
developed around the issues of labor legislation. But 
that is another story. 
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